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A true, fictional story about growing up, selling out, and discovering America. East of Portland is a work of Millennial autofiction,
bristling with rage, awareness, and humor. In travels from Portland, Oregon to New England and the Deep South, this is a
generational reckoning with the sins and promises of a country entering a New Gilded Age.
The Grunge NarrativesA Rare Horror CollectionCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Theatre Australia (Un)limited tells a truly national story of the structures of post-war Australian theatre: its artists, companies,
financial and policy underpinnings. It gives an inclusive analysis of three 'waves' of Australian theatrical activity after 1953, and the
types of organisations which grew up to support and maintain them. Subsidy, repertoire patterns, finances and administration,
theatre buildings, companies, festivals and notable productions of the commercial, mainstream and alternative Australian theatre
are examined state by state, and changes to governmental policy analysed. Theatrical forms comprise not only spoken-word
drama, but also music theatre, comedy, theatre-restaurant, circus, puppetry, community theatre in several forms and new mixedmedia genres: physical theatre, circus, visual theatre and contemporary performance. Theatre Australia (Un)limited is the first
comprehensive overview of the fortunes of Australian theatre as a national enterprise, providing the industrial analysis of the 'three
waves' essential for the understanding of the New Wave and of contemporary drama.
Laura Loss came of age in the hardcore punk scene of the early 1980s. The jailbait bass player in her brother Anthony's band, she
grew up traveling the country, playing her heart out in a tight network of show venues to crowds soaked in blood and sweat. The
band became notorious, the stars of a shadow music industry. But when Laura was 18, it all fell apart. Anthony's own fans
destroyed him, something which Laura never forgot. Ten years later, Laura finds her true fame with the formation of The Mistakes,
a gifted rock band that bursts out of ‘90s Seattle to god-like celebrity. When she discovered Nathan and Sean, the two flannel-clad
misfits who, along with her, composed the band, she instantly understood that Sean's synesthesia—a blending of the senses that
allows him to "see" the music— infused his playing with an edge that would take them to the top. And it did. But it, along with his
love for Laura, would also be their downfall. At the moment of their greatest fame, the volatile bonds between the three explode in
a mushroom cloud of betrayal, deceit, and untimely endings. The world blames Laura for destroying its rock heroes. Hated by the
fans she's spent her life serving, she finally tells her side of the story, the "true" story, of the rise and fall of The Mistakes.
A celebration of the most obscure, bizarre, and brain-busting movies ever made, this film guide features 250 in-depth reviews that
have escaped the radar of people with taste and the tolerance of critics ? Goregasm! I Was a Teenage Serial Killer! Satan
Claus!Die Hard Dracula! Curated by the enthusiastic minds behind BleedingSkull.com, this book gets deep into gutter-level, nobudget horror, from shot-on-VHS revelations (Eyes of the Werewolf) to forgotten outsider art hallucinations (Alien Beasts). Jampacked with rare photographs, advertisements, and VHS sleeves (most of which have never been seen before), Bleeding Skull is
an edifying, laugh-out-loud guide to the dusty inventory of the greatest video store that never existed.
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The Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller The global icon, award-winning singer, songwriter, producer, actress, mother, daughter,
sister, storyteller, and artist finally tells the unfiltered story of her life in The Meaning of Mariah Carey It took me a lifetime to have
the courage and the clarity to write my memoir. I want to tell the story of the moments - the ups and downs, the triumphs and
traumas, the debacles and the dreams, that contributed to the person I am today. Though there have been countless stories about
me throughout my career and very public personal life, it’s been impossible to communicate the complexities and depths of my
experience in any single magazine article or a ten-minute television interview. And even then, my words were filtered through
someone else’s lens, largely satisfying someone else’s assignment to define me. This book is composed of my memories, my
mishaps, my struggles, my survival and my songs. Unfiltered. I went deep into my childhood and gave the scared little girl inside of
me a big voice. I let the abandoned and ambitious adolescent have her say, and the betrayed and triumphant woman I became tell
her side. Writing this memoir was incredibly hard, humbling and healing. My sincere hope is that you are moved to a new
understanding, not only about me, but also about the resilience of the human spirit. Love, Mariah
The New York Times Bestseller The Explosive National Bestseller "A backstage pass to the wildest and loudest party in rock
history—you'll feel like you were right there with us!" —Bret Michaels of Poison Nothin' But a Good Time is the definitive, no-holdsbarred oral history of 1980s hard rock and hair metal, told by the musicians and industry insiders who lived it. Hard rock in the
1980s was a hedonistic and often intensely creative wellspring of escapism that perfectly encapsulated—and maybe even helped to
define—a spectacularly over-the-top decade. Indeed, fist-pumping hits like Twisted Sister’s “We’re Not Gonna Take It,” Mötley
Crüe’s “Girls, Girls, Girls,” and Guns N’ Roses’ “Welcome to the Jungle” are as inextricably linked to the era as Reaganomics,
Pac-Man, and E.T. From the do-or-die early days of self-financed recordings and D.I.Y. concert productions that were as flashy as
they were foolhardy, to the multi-Platinum, MTV-powered glory years of stadium-shaking anthems and chart-topping power
ballads, to the ultimate crash when grunge bands like Nirvana forever altered the entire climate of the business, Tom Beaujour and
Richard Bienstock's Nothin' But a Good Time captures the energy and excess of the hair metal years in the words of the
musicians, managers, producers, engineers, label executives, publicists, stylists, costume designers, photographers, journalists,
magazine publishers, video directors, club bookers, roadies, groupies, and hangers-on who lived it. Featuring an impassioned
foreword by Slipknot and Stone Sour vocalist and avowed glam metal fanatic Corey Taylor, and drawn from over 200 new
interviews with members of Van Halen, Mötley Crüe, Poison, Guns N’ Roses, Skid Row, Bon Jovi, Ratt, Twisted Sister, Winger,
Warrant, Cinderella, Quiet Riot and others, as well as Ozzy Osbourne, Lita Ford and many more, this is the ultimate, uncensored,
and often unhinged chronicle of a time where excess and success walked hand in hand, told by the men and women who created
a sound and style that came to define a musical era—one in which the bands and their fans went looking for nothin’ but a good
time...and found it.
Canons are central to our understanding of our culture, and yet in the last thirty years there has been much conflict and uncertainty
created by the idea of the canon. In essence, the canon comprises the works and artists that are widely accepted to be the
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greatest in their field. Yet such an apparently simple construct embodies a complicated web of values and mechanisms. Canons
are also inherently elitist; however, Carys Wyn Jones here explores the emerging reflections of values, terms and mechanisms
from the canons of Western literature and classical music in the reception of rock music. Jones examines the concept of the canon
as theorized by scholars in the fields of literary criticism and musicology, before moving on to search for these canonical facets in
the reception of rock music, as represented by ten albums: Bob Dylan's Highway 61 Revisited, The Beach Boys' Pet Sounds, The
Beatles' Revolver, The Velvet Underground's The Velvet Underground & Nico, Van Morrison's Astral Weeks, Marvin Gaye's
What's Going On, The Rolling Stones' Exile on Main St., Patti Smith's Horses, The Sex Pistols' Never Mind the Bollocks: Here's
the Sex Pistols, and Nirvana's Nevermind. Jones concludes that in the reception of rock music we are not only trying to organize
the past but also mediate the present, and any canon of rock music must now negotiate a far more pluralized culture and possibly
accept a greater degree of change than has been evident in the canons of literature and classical music in the last two centuries.

Reference tool for Rare Books Collection.
This gritty bestselling memoir by the singer Mark Lanegan of Screaming Trees, Queens of the Stone Age, and
Soulsavers documents his years as a singer and drug addict in Seattle in the '80s and '90s. When Mark Lanegan first
arrived in Seattle in the mid-1980s, he was just "an arrogant, self-loathing redneck waster seeking transformation through
rock 'n' roll." Little did he know that within less than a decade he would rise to fame as the frontman of the Screaming
Trees and then fall from grace as a low-level crack dealer and a homeless heroin addict, all the while watching some of
his closest friends rocket to the forefront of popular music. In Sing Backwards and Weep, Lanegan takes readers back to
the sinister, needle-ridden streets of Seattle, to an alternative music scene that was simultaneously bursting with
creativity and dripping with drugs. He tracks the tumultuous rise and fall of the Screaming Trees, from a brawling, acidrock bar band to world-famous festival favorites that scored a hit number five single on Billboard's alternative charts and
landed a notorious performance on Late Night with David Letterman, where Lanegan appeared sporting a fresh black eye
from a brawl the night before. This book also dives into Lanegan's personal struggles with addiction, culminating in
homelessness, petty crime, and the tragic deaths of his closest friends. From the back of the van to the front of the bar,
from the hotel room to the emergency room, onstage, backstage, and everywhere in between, Sing Backwards and
Weep reveals the abrasive underlining beneath one of the most romanticized decades in rock history-from a survivor who
lived to tell the tale. Gritty, gripping, and unflinchingly raw, Sing Backwards and Weep is a book about more thanjust an
extraordinary singer who watched hisdreams catch fire and incinerate the groundbeneath his feet. It's about a man who
learnedhow to drag himself from the wreckage, dust offthe ashes, and keep living and creating. "Mark Lanegan—primitive,
brutal, and apocalyptic. What's not to love?" —Nick Cave, author of The Sick Bag Song and The Death of Bunny Munro
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A stunningly candid portrait of the Seattle grunge scene of the '90s and a memoir of an addict during the last great era of
rock 'n' roll excess, by Hole drummer Patty Schemel Patty Schemel's story begins with a childhood surrounded by the AA
meetings her parents hosted in the family living room. Their divorce triggered her first forays into drinking at age twelve
and dovetailed with her passion for punk rock and playing the drums. Patty's struggles with her sexuality further drove
her notoriously hard playing, and by the late '80s she had focused that anger, confusion, and drive into regular gigs with
well-regarded bands in Tacoma, Seattle, and Olympia, Washington. She met a pre-Nirvana Kurt Cobain at a Melvins
show, and less than five years later, was living with him and his wife, Hole front-woman Courtney Love, at the height of
his fame and on the cusp of hers. As the platinum-selling band's new drummer, Schemel contributed memorable, driving
beats to hits like "Beautiful Son," "Violet," "Doll Parts," and "Miss World." But the band was plagued by tragedy and
heroin addiction, and by the time Hole went on tour in support of their ironically titled and critically-acclaimed album Live
Through This in 1994, both Cobain and Hole bassist Kristen Pfaff had died at the age of 27 With surprising candor and
wit, Schemel intimately documents the events surrounding her dramatic exit from the band in 1998 that led to a dark
descent into a life of homelessness and crime on the streets of Los Angeles, and the difficult but rewarding path to lasting
sobriety after more than twenty serious attempts to get clean. Hit So Hard is a testament not only to the enduring power
of the music Schemel helped create but an important document of the drug culture that threatened to destroy it.
From the concert stage to the dressing room, from the recording studio to the digital realm, SPIN surveys the modern
musical landscape and the culture around it with authoritative reporting, provocative interviews, and a discerning critical
ear. With dynamic photography, bold graphic design, and informed irreverence, the pages of SPIN pulsate with the
energy of today's most innovative sounds. Whether covering what's new or what's next, SPIN is your monthly VIP pass to
all that rocks.
A groundbreaking essay collection that pursues the rise of geoculture as an essential framework for arts criticism, The
Planetary Turn shows how the planet—as a territory, a sociopolitical arena, a natural space of interaction for all earthly life,
and an artistic theme—is increasingly the conceptual and political dimension in which twenty-first-century writers and
artists picture themselves and their work. In an introduction that comprehensively defines the planetary model of art,
culture, and cultural-aesthetic interpretation, the editors explain how the living planet is emerging as distinct from older
concepts of globalization, cosmopolitanism, and environmentalism and is becoming a new ground for exciting work in
contemporary literature, visual and media arts, and social humanities. Written by internationally recognized scholars, the
twelve essays that follow illustrate the unfolding of a new vision of potential planetary community that retools earlier
models based on the nation-state or political “blocs” and reimagines cultural, political, aesthetic, and ethical relationships
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for the post–Cold War era.
Winner of the 2014 Helen Sheehan YA Book PrizeIt's 1993, and the Teen Spirit Generation pulses to the hum of the
grunge movement. Sixteen-year-old Maggie Lynch is plucked from her blue-collar Chicago neighborhood to a small town
on the Irish Sea. Surviving off care-packages of Spin magazine and Twizzlers from her rocker uncle Kevin, she wonders
if she'll ever find her place in this new world. When tragedy and first love simultaneously strike, Maggie embarks upon a
forbidden quest to fulfill a dying wish. Her pilgrimage takes her from the coastal town of Bray to a dodgy youth hostel in
Dublin and finally to a life-altering Nirvana concert in Rome. Maggie finds adventure, amazing music, and a mess of
trouble, but also a previously untapped strength in herself to really live. Unlike other YAnovels, this story is beautifully
character-driven and devoid of far-fetched coincidence. It avoids the tropes of being set in nameless suburbia or told in a
sardonic first-person voice. The time period will appeal to the counterculture teens of todaywho have posters of Kurt
Cobain plastered on their walls as well as theolder set of readers who grew up with Maggie. Additional bonus features
and suggested reading lists create an entire experience for any age."
A tribute to the Pacific Northwest's grunge genre draws on the observations of individuals at the forefront of the
movement from Soundgarden and the Melvins to Nirvana and Pearl Jam, citing the influences of such factors as the rise
of Seattle's Sub Pop record label and the death of Kurt Cobain.
Nirvana almost single-handedly brought grunge into the popular consciousness with their seminal album Nevermind.
From their underground roots in the Pacific Northwest, the group achieved world fame and Kurt Cobain had the mantle of
'spokesperson for a generation' thrust upon him. This was, arguably, the last era of great rock music, and it is shrouded
in stories and rumours. Author Everett True, the man who introduced Kurt Cobain to Courtney Love and brought grunge
to the outside world, gives an inspired insider's account of the grunge scene. Featuring rare photographs and exclusive
interviews with members of Nirvana,Hole, Soundgarden and Babes in Toyland, Everett True takes us on a rollercoaster
ride through the lives, the music, the personalities, the legends and the laughs. Everett True was the first outside
journalist to cover the Seattle music scene in early 1989 and saw up-close the birth and development of the rock
phenomenon which changed the face of alternative and mainstream music forever. This book contains exclusive
interviews with people close to Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love, and photographs of members of Nirvana, Hole, and
many other bands of the scene.
Meet Andrea Marr, straight-A high school student, thrift-store addict, and princess of the downtown music scene. Andrea is about
to experience her first love, first time, and first step outside the comfort zone of high school, with the help of indie rock band The
Color Green. "After I saw Todd Sparrow something deep inside me began to change. It was not a big change and I didn't shave
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my head and I didn't really think any differently about my life or Hillside or anything like that. But one glimpse of Todd and you
immediately realized how limited you were and all the things you could do if you could just break out of your normal existence and
stop worrying about what everyone thought."
The Rise and Fall of Alternative Rock in the Nineties In 1990 alternative music was where it belonged - underground. It left the
business of rock stardom to rock stars. But by 1992 alternative rock had spawned a revolution in music and style that transformed
youth culture and revived a moribund music industry. Five years later, alternative rock was over, leaving behind a handful of dead
heroes, a few dozen masterpieces, and a lot more questions than answers. What, if anything, had the alternative revolution
meant? And had it been possible - as so many of its heroes had insisted - for it to be both on MtV and under the radar? Had it
used the machinery of corporate rock to destroy corporate rock? In ENtERtAIN US! Craig Schuftan takes you on a journey through
the nineties - from Sonic Youth's 'Kool thing' to Radiohead's 'Kid A', NEVERMIND to ODELAY, Madchester to Nu-Metal,
Lollapalooza to Woodstock '99 - narrated in the voices of the decade's most important artists. this is the story of alternative rock the people who made it, the people who loved it, the industry that bought and sold it, and the culture that grew up in its wake - in
the last decade of the twentieth century.
A RARE HORROR COLLECTION features a truly distinctive vision of unnerving terror, presented in a bold multiverse of ten short
stories and novellas. Frightening creatures and unsavory characters, eerily fleshed out to reflect modern and 20th century realities,
populate this collection of original horror.
- 176 pages of stunning graphic short stories by leading comic book artists and illustrators
“Amazingly raw and candid . . . Come As You Are is as good as rock bios get” —Billboard Nirvana came out of nowhere in 1991 to
sell nearly five million copies of their landmark album Nevermind, whose thunderous sound and indelible melodies embodied all
the confusion, frustration, and passion of the emerging Generation X. Come As You Are is the close-up, intimate story of
Nirvana—the only book with exclusive in-depth interviews with bandmembers Kurt Cobain, Krist Noveselic, and Dave Grohl, as well
as friends, relatives, former bandmembers, and associates—now updated to include a final chapter detailing the last year of Kurt
Cobain's life, before his tragic suicide in April 1994.
It was the age when heavy-footed, humorless dinosaurs roamed the hard-rock landscape. But that all changed when into these
dazed and confused mid-'70s strut-ted four flamboyant bands that reveled in revved-up anthems and flaunted a novel theatricality.
In They Just Seem a Little Weird, veteran entertainment journalist Doug Brod offers an eye- and ear-opening look at a crucial
moment in music history, when rock became fun again and a gig became a show. This is the story of friends and frenemies who
rose, fell, and soared once more, often sharing stages, studios, producers, engineers, managers, agents, roadies, and fans-and
who are still collaborating more than forty years on. In the tradition of David Browne's Fire and Rain and Sheila Weller's Girls Like
Us, They Just Seem a Little Weird seamlessly interweaves the narratives of KISS, Cheap Trick, and Aerosmith with that of Starz, a
criminally neglected band whose fate may have been sealed by a shocking act of violence. This is also the story of how these
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distinctly American groups-three of them now enshrined in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame-laid the foundation for two seemingly
opposed rock genres: the hair metal of Poison, Skid Row, and Mötley Crüe and the grunge of Nirvana, Alice in Chains, and the
Melvins. Deeply researched, and featuring more than 130 new interviews, this book is nothing less than a secret history of classic
rock.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Analyses the economic development of cities from the 'cultural economy' and 'creative industry' perspectives.
Discover the dark and seductive realm of faerie in the first book of New York Times bestseller Holly Black’s critically acclaimed Modern
Faerie Tales series, where one girl must save herself from the sinister magic of the fey courts, and protect her heart in the process. Sixteenyear-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and independent, she drifts from place to place with her mother’s rock band until an ominous
attack forces them back to Kaye’s childhood home. But Kaye’s life takes another turn when she stumbles upon an injured faerie knight in the
woods. Kaye has always been able to see faeries where others could not, and she chooses to save the strange young man instead of leaving
him to die. But this fateful choice will have more dire consequences than she could ever predict, as Kaye soon finds herself the unwilling
pawn in an ancient and violent power struggle between two rival faerie kingdoms—a struggle that could very well mean her death.
“A winning look at the stories behind 45 pop, punk, folk, soul and country classics” in the words of Mick Jagger, Stevie Wonder, Cyndi
Lauper and more (The Washington Post). Every great song has a fascinating backstory. And here, writer and music historian Marc Myers
brings to life five decades of music through oral histories of forty-five era-defining hits woven from interviews with the artists who created
them, including such legendary tunes as the Isley Brothers’ Shout, Led Zeppelin’s Whole Lotta Love, Janis Joplin’s Mercedes Benz, and
R.E.M’s Losing My Religion. After receiving his discharge from the army in 1968, John Fogerty did a handstand—and reworked Beethoven’s
Fifth Symphony to come up with Proud Mary. Joni Mitchell remembers living in a cave on Crete with the mean old daddy who inspired her
1971 hit Carey. Elvis Costello talks about writing (The Angels Wanna Wear My) Red Shoes in ten minutes on the train to Liverpool. And Mick
Jagger, Jimmy Page, Rod Stewart, the Clash, Jimmy Cliff, Roger Waters, Stevie Wonder, Keith Richards, Cyndi Lauper, and many other
leading artists reveal the emotions, inspirations, and techniques behind their influential works. Anatomy of a Song is a love letter to the songs
that have defined generations of listeners and “a rich history of both the music industry and the baby boomer era” (Los Angeles Times Book
Review).
In this surprising new look at how clothing, style, and commerce came together to change American culture, Jennifer Le Zotte examines how
secondhand goods sold at thrift stores, flea markets, and garage sales came to be both profitable and culturally influential. Initially, selling
used goods in the United States was seen as a questionable enterprise focused largely on the poor. But as the twentieth century progressed,
multimillion-dollar businesses like Goodwill Industries developed, catering not only to the needy but increasingly to well-off customers looking
to make a statement. Le Zotte traces the origins and meanings of "secondhand style" and explores how buying pre-owned goods went from a
signifier of poverty to a declaration of rebellion. Considering buyers and sellers from across the political and economic spectrum, Le Zotte
shows how conservative and progressive social activists--from religious and business leaders to anti-Vietnam protesters and drag
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queens--shrewdly used the exchange of secondhand goods for economic and political ends. At the same time, artists and performers, from
Marcel Duchamp and Fanny Brice to Janis Joplin and Kurt Cobain, all helped make secondhand style a visual marker for youth in revolt.
Presents a photographic chronicle of an eight-day period in 1989 during which the up-and-coming Nirvana toured overseas with Mudhoney
and Tad and performed shows that set the stage for the rise of grunge rock.
An elegy to the age of the Rock Star, featuring Chuck Berry, Elvis, Madonna, Bowie, Prince, and more, uncommon people whose lives were
transformed by rock and who, in turn, shaped our culture Recklessness, thy name is rock. The age of the rock star, like the age of the
cowboy, has passed. Like the cowboy, the idea of the rock star lives on in our imaginations. What did we see in them? Swagger.
Recklessness. Sexual charisma. Damn-the-torpedoes self-belief. A certain way of carrying themselves. Good hair. Interesting shoes. Talent
we wished we had. What did we want of them? To be larger than life but also like us. To live out their songs. To stay young forever. No
wonder many didn’t stay the course. In Uncommon People, David Hepworth zeroes in on defining moments and turning points in the lives of
forty rock stars from 1955 to 1995, taking us on a journey to burst a hundred myths and create a hundred more. As this tribe of uniquely
motivated nobodies went about turning themselves into the ultimate somebodies, they also shaped us, our real lives and our fantasies.
Uncommon People isn’t just their story. It’s ours as well.
"From celebrated music writer Dan Ozzi comes a comprehensive chronicle of the punk music scene's evolution from the early nineties to the
mid-aughts, following eleven bands as they dissolved, "sold out," and rose to surprise stardom. From its inception, punk music has been
identified by two factors: its proximity to "authenticity," and its reliance on an antiestablishment ethos. Yet, in the mid- to late '90s, major
record labels sought to capitalize on punk's rebellious undertones, leading to a schism in the scene: to accept the cash flow of the majors, or
stick to indie cred?Sellout chronicles the evolution of the punk scene during this era, focusing on prominent bands as they experienced the
last "gold rush" of the music industry. Within it, music writer Dan Ozzi follows the rise of successful bands like Green Day and Jimmy Eat
World, as well as the implosion of groups like Jawbreaker and At the Drive-In, who buckled under the pressure of their striving labels.
Featuring original interviews and personal stories from members of eleven of modern punk's most (in)famous bands, Sellout is the history of
the evolution of the music industry, and a punk rock lover's guide to the chaotic darlings of the post-grunge era. "-This volume brings together international scholars to engage in the question of how film has represented a figure that for many is simply
labelled ‘prostitute’. The prostitute is one of the most enduring female figures. She has global historical resonance and stories, images and
narratives surrounding her, and her experiences, circulate transnationally. As this book will explore, the broad term prostitute can cover a
variety of experiences and representations that are both repressive and also have the potential to empower women and disrupt cultural
expectations. The contributors aim to consider how frequently 19th-century narratives of female prostitution—hence the label ‘fallen
women’—are still recycled in contemporary visual contexts, and to understand how widespread, and in what contexts, the destigmatization of
female sex work is underway on screen.
'One of the most important females in British music of my lifetime.' Colin Murray 'A beautiful, raw and exhilarating book that will leave you
feeling empowered.' Fearne Cotton ‘The pioneering Skunk Anansie frontwoman’s memories offer a very different take on the Britpop
era…Skin’s story is one of a rhomboid peg spurning both the round and square hole, drilling dimensions of her own…We now have a lot of
language – intersectionality, microaggressions – to describe many of the events in this memoir. However, nothing can really equal candid,
first-hand experience, recounted matter of factly here. It would be instructive for anyone who thought they knew the story of the 90s to spend
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300 pages in Skin’s Skin.’ OBSERVER ‘The epic tale of Glastonbury’s Black British headliner… Skin is one of the Britpop decade’s
forgotten epics… Skin’s feet are positioned firmly on the ground throughout; she’s a winningly genial, sweary soul on paper. 4 stars’ Jude
Rogers, MOJO ‘The former Skunk Anansie singer pulls no punches in this heady trawl through her life from tough beginnings in Brixton to
work as an LGBTQ+ activist and beyond’ The I 'It’s the story of a trailblazer, and gives a refreshingly re-angled perspective on the Britpop
era.' Evening Standard, 'Best music books of 2020' Lead singer of multi-million-selling rock band Skunk Anansie, solo artist, LGBTQ+activist
and all around trail blazer – Skin is a global icon, and she has been smashing stereotypes for over twenty-five years. Her journey from Brixton
to one of the most influential women in British rock is nothing short of extraordinary. ‘It’s been a very difficult thing being a lead singer of a
rock band looking like me and it still is. I have to say it’s been a fight and it will always be a fight. That fight drives you and makes you want to
work harder… It’s not supposed to be easy, particularly if you’re a woman, you’re black or you are gay like me. You’ve got to keep moving
forward, keep striving for everything you want to be.’ Born to Jamaican parents, Skin grew up in Brixton in the 1970’s. Her career as an artist
began in the ‘90s, when Skunk Anansie was formed in the sweat-drenched backrooms of London’s pubs. Since then she has headlined
Glastonbury and toured the world, both as lead singer of Skunk Anansie and as a solo artist. Her success has been groundbreaking in every
way, which has come at a personal cost. She has always been vocal about social and cultural issues, and was championing LGBTQ+ rights
at a time when few artists were out and gay. Told with honesty and passion, this is the story of how a gay, black, working-class girl with a
vision fought poverty and prejudice to write songs, produce and front her own band, and become one of the most influential women in British
rock.
A Good Morning America Book Club Pick and a New York Times bestseller! “A page-turner for booklovers everywhere! . . . A story of family
ties, their lost dreams, and the redemption that comes from discovering truth.”—Adriana Trigiani, bestselling author of The Shoemaker's Wife
In New York Times bestselling author Fiona Davis's latest historical novel, a series of book thefts roils the iconic New York Public Library,
leaving two generations of strong-willed women to pick up the pieces. It's 1913, and on the surface, Laura Lyons couldn't ask for more out of
life—her husband is the superintendent of the New York Public Library, allowing their family to live in an apartment within the grand building,
and they are blessed with two children. But headstrong, passionate Laura wants more, and when she takes a leap of faith and applies to the
Columbia Journalism School, her world is cracked wide open. As her studies take her all over the city, she is drawn to Greenwich Village's
new bohemia, where she discovers the Heterodoxy Club—a radical, all-female group in which women are encouraged to loudly share their
opinions on suffrage, birth control, and women's rights. Soon, Laura finds herself questioning her traditional role as wife and mother. And
when valuable books are stolen back at the library, threatening the home and institution she loves, she's forced to confront her shifting
priorities head on . . . and may just lose everything in the process. Eighty years later, in 1993, Sadie Donovan struggles with the legacy of her
grandmother, the famous essayist Laura Lyons, especially after she's wrangled her dream job as a curator at the New York Public Library.
But the job quickly becomes a nightmare when rare manuscripts, notes, and books for the exhibit Sadie's running begin disappearing from
the library's famous Berg Collection. Determined to save both the exhibit and her career, the typically risk-averse Sadie teams up with a
private security expert to uncover the culprit. However, things unexpectedly become personal when the investigation leads Sadie to some
unwelcome truths about her own family heritage—truths that shed new light on the biggest tragedy in the library's history.
The Nirvana bassist “offers specific platforms for electoral reform . . . as well as charming anecdotes about rock ‘n’ roll as a pursuit of
happiness” (Sarah Vowell, The New York Times Book Review). A memoir of both music and politics, Of Grunge and Government tells Krist
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Novoselic’s story of how during his years with Kurt Cobain and Nirvana, the band made a point of playing benefits—the Rock for Choice
show, a concert for gay rights, a fundraising gig for the Balkan Women’s Aid Fund—and how in the ensuing years he has dedicated himself to
being a good citizen and participating in American democracy. In this book he shares stories about making music and making a statement—as
well as inspiring ideas for anyone who wants to advance progressive causes, to become a more active part of the community, and to make
sure our votes count and our voices are heard.
A non-stop trip into one man's land of desperate addicts, failed punk bands, and brushes with sad fame, as he sells drugs during the Seattle
grunge years. In American Junkie, Tom Hansen maps his heroin addiction, from the promise of a young life to the prison of a mattress, from
budding musician to broken down junkie, drowning in syringes and cigarette butts, shooting heroin into wounds the size of softballs, and
ultimately, a ride to a hospital for a six-month stay and a painful self-discovery that cuts down to the bone. Through it all he never really loses
his step, never lets go of his smarts, and always projects quintessential American reason, humor, and hope to make a story not only about
drugs, but a compelling study of vulnerability and toughness.
The Bloomsbury Handbook of Rock Music Research is the first comprehensive academic survey of the field of rock music as it stands today.
More than 50 years into its life and we still ask - what is rock music, why is it studied, and how does it work, both as music and as cultural
activity? This volume draws together 37 of the leading academics working on rock to provide answers to these questions and many more.
The text is divided into four major sections: practice of rock (analysis, performance, and recording); theories; business of rock; and social and
culture issues. Each chapter combines two approaches, providing a summary of current knowledge of the area concerned as well as the
consequences of that research and suggesting profitable subsequent directions to take. This text investigates and presents the field at a level
of depth worthy of something which has had such a pervasive influence on the lives of millions.
Filled with an insider's never-before-told stories of revolutionary music and wild antics, this memoir chronicles the Grateful Dead's seminal
years from 1965-1985. 31 photos.
Learning to Drive • Now a major motion picture starring Patricia Clarkson and Ben Kingsley Celebrated for her award-winning political
columns, criticism, and poetry, Katha Pollitt now shows us another side of her talent. Learning to Drive is a surprising, revealing, and
entertaining collection of essays drawn from the author’s own life. With deep feeling and sharp insight, Pollitt writes about the death of her
father; the sad but noble final days of a leftist study group of which she was a member; and the betrayal and heartbreak inflicted by a man
who seriously deceived her. (Her infinitely patient, gentle driving instructor points out her weakness—“Observation, Katha, observation!”) She
also offers a candid view of her preoccupation with her ex-lover’s haunting presence on the Internet, and her search there for a secret link
that might provide a revelation about him that will Explain Everything. Other topics include the differences between women and men—“More
than half the male members of the Donner party died of cold and starvation, but three quarters of the females survived, saved by that extra
layer of fat we spend our lives trying to get rid of”—and the practical implications of political theory: “What if socialism—all that warmhearted
folderol about community and solidarity and sharing was just an elaborate con job, a way for men to avoid supporting their kids?” Learning to
Drive demonstrates that while Katha Pollitt is undeniably one of our era’s most profound observers of culture, society, and politics, she is just
as impressively a wise, graceful, and honest observer of her own and others’ human nature. Praise for Learning to Drive “The kind of book
you want to look up from at points so you can read aloud certain passages to a friend or lover.”—Chicago Tribune “A powerful personal
narrative . . . full of insight and charm . . . Pollitt is her own Jane Austen character . . . haughty and modest, moral and irresponsible, sensible
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and, happily for us, lost in sensibility.”—The New York Review of Books “With . . . bracing self-honesty, Pollitt takes us through the maddening
swirl of contradictions at the heart of being fifty-something: the sense of slowing down, of urgency, of wisdom, of ignorance, of strength, of
helplessness, of breakdown, of renewal.”—The Seattle Times “Essays of breathtaking candor and razor-sharp humor . . . [Pollitt] has outdone
herself. . . . [Her] observations are acute and her confessions tonic. Forget face-lifts; Pollitt’s essays elevate the spirit.”—Booklist (starred
review)
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